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due to increasing cloud volume and particle loss mechanisms. Gas-to-particle

conversion created substantial new particle mass, mostly in a mode centered

near 0. 3 urn diameter. Sixty minutes after the launch new mass was being pro-

duced in this mode at a rate of ^15-20 kg h 1 or VLO ug m j h 1. The total

mass of particles in the ground cloud prior to the onset of appreciable gas-

to-particle conversion was surprisingly small, only 5-10 kg of particles < 5 pm

in diameter. This suggests very efficient particle removal during the wet phase.

The weather modification potential of the ground cloud remains uncertain.

Initial production of cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) was moderately large

(1018 CCN active at 0.5% supersaturation) More importantly, new CCN were pro-

duced in the ground cloud at a rate of ^0.5-1 CCN cm s 1 and this rate of

production continued to the end of the observations. CCN in these concentrations

will likely affect the microstructures of natural clouds.

The initial concentrations of ice nuclei in the ground cloud appear to have

been small (MO13 active at -20C) or ’v.105 ice nuclei per gram of exhaust

material. However, this observation is tempered by large discrepancies between

various measurements on the ice nucleating activity of the rocket exhaust

material and by evidence of a creation of ice nuclei as the ground cloud ages.
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AIRBORNE MEASUREMENTS IN THE COLUMN AND GROUND CLOUD

FROM A TITAN III ROCKET

1. Introduction

This is the second of two reports describing the effects on the

atmosphere of the effluents from the large rockets used to launch

satellites from the Kennedy Space Flight Center. The first report

(Radke et al. 1979) was concerned with an Atlas/Centaur liquid-fueled

booster rocket. This report is concerned with the clouds of materials

that are produced fairly close to the ground by the launch of a Titan III

solid-fueled booster rocket. Emphasis is placed on measurements of the

particles in these clouds, particularly those that have a weather modi-

fication potential. The Titan rocket studied was used to launch a

satellite from the Kennedy Space Flight Center at 1940 EST on December

13, 1978.

Measurements were made from the University of Washington’s B-23

research aircraft, which was equipped to measure various pollution indices,

the size distributions of airborne particles from 0.01 to 4500 urn, and the

concentrations of cloud active nuclei (see Appendix A for a full description

of the aircraft research facility) The measurement set consists of 51

penetrations of the clouds of materials produced by the launch between

altitudes* of VLOOO and 1400 m. The penetrations were made from 4 to

255 min after the rocket was launched.

* All altitudes were measured as pressure altitudes referenced to the

standard atmosphere; they are given in this report in meters above

ground level.
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2. Visual observations

The visual appearance of the clouds of rocket effluent and launch

pad debris are shown schematically in Fig. 1. These visual impressions

are based on observations made with the aid of the launch pad lights

and the aircraft landing lights. Fig. la shows the situation at ^T + 2

min (T + time of launch) when the column cloud had already been sinuously

sheared by the winds aloft and the launch pad cloud, a convective bubble

rising vertically from the launch pad, had not yet reached its peak

altitude (YL400 m) The flame trench cloud, which rose at an angle from

beneath the launch pad, reached its stabilization level of about 700 m

where it was stopped by a stable layer (see Fig. 2) Thus, in this case,

the relatively small flame trench cloud played a negligible role in the

formation of the longer-lived ground cloud which subsequently drifted

away from the launch site (Fig. Ib) The majority of the material in the

ground cloud came from the launch pad cloud. The ground cloud stabilized

at a second stable layer, which was at an altitude of ^1200 m. The ground

cloud assumed a very thin "pancake" appearance, with an ultimate thick-

ness of ^70-100 m, after ^T + 30 min.

3. Liquid water and hydrometeor content of the column and ground clouds

*
Our first penetration was of the column cloud which was made at

^T + 4 min at an altitude of 1110 m; at this time the column cloud was

asymmetrical and ascending. Moderate turbulence was experienced in the

The experimental protocol called for a NASA aircraft to have first

access to the launch pad cloud, therefore, the B-23 initially sampled

the column cloud.
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COLUMN CLOUD

PEAK ELEVATION ~1400 m

PEAK ELEVATION ~700 m

FLAME TRENCH CLOUD

LAUNCH PAD

REMNANTS OF
COLUMN CLOUD

GROUND CLOUD
STABI LIZED WITHIN
70m OF 1200m

( b )

Schematic of the clouds of material associated with the launch

of the Titan III rocket based on visual observations from the

B-23 research aircraft, (a) about 2 min after launch, (b)

about 30 min after launch.



0 10
TEMPERATURE (C )

The aircraft soundings of temperature (T) and dew point (Tj) taken at VL930 EST on
December 13, 1978 near the Kennedy Space Flight Center. The sloping solid lines
are lines of constant potential temperature, the sloping broken lines are lines of
constant equivalent potential temperature.
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column cloud (Fig. 3) The cloud was optically very dense with droplet

concentrations reaching a 1000 cm"3 and a peak liquid water content [as

_3
measured by the Johnson-Williams (J-W) hot wire] of 1.2 g m These

values are similar to those found in moderately sized continental cumulus

clouds. Subsequent penetrations of the column cloud at ^-T + 6 min and

^T + 7 min showed liquid water and turbulence to have decreased to about

one-half the values measured at ^-T + 4 min (Fig. 3)

The measured size distributions of particles (solid and/or liquid)

in the column cloud show a number of interesting features. Comparisons

of Figs. 4 and 5 show the smallest particles either stable or slightly

increasing in concentration between ^T + 4 and ^T + 6 min. The increases

in concentration were probably due to droplet nucleation and growth in

the saturated core of the column cloud which was still ascending at

’VT + 6 min. The monotonically increasing particle concentrations with

decreasing size are also indicative of continued droplet nucleation and

growth.

The final penetration of the column cloud was made at ^T + 13 min.

By this time the concentrations of both the largest and the smallest

particles had decreased markedly (Fig. 6) This indicates that nucle-

ation and condensational growth had stopped and that sedimentation was

removing the largest particles. The smallest changes in concentrations

were for particles from 60-200 urn diameter; these particles are probably

droplets produced mainly by coagulation.

State parameters and other measurements obtained on each penetration

are given in Appendix C.
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Looking at the volume distribution at ’Y-T + 6 min (Fig. 7) three

distinct particle modes can be seen: a mode (centered at ~8 pm) which

probably consisted of water droplets produced by condensation, a drop

coagulation mode (centered at ^200 urn) and some much larger particles

(^500 pm) It is unlikely that the large particles were raindrops,

since it is difficult to produce drops this large in 4 min by either

condensation or collection processes. It seems more likely that the

500 urn particles were rocket debris, although this must be considered

a tentative conclusion until the particle impaction data have been

analyzed. Large particles from rocket debris were encountered in the

dry ground cloud from the Atlas/Centaur launch of November 13, 1978

(Radke et_ al_. 1979)

The condensation mode and the coagulation mode may have contained

some solid particles, but the mass fraction of the solid material in

these modes appears to have been small. For example, each of the first

5 3 -3
two modes shown in Fig. 7 has a cumulative volume of vl.5 x 10 ym cm

_3
Assuming the particles to be liquid and of density 1 g cm this cumula-

tive volume corresponds to 0.26 g m~3, which is almost exactly the average

liquid water content measured by the J-W hot wire device which measures

only water drops.

After our final penetration of the column cloud (at ^1 + 13 min)

the B-23 aircraft stood clear of the area until ^T + 25 min. During

this period the launch pad cloud reached its maximum vertical extent

(^1400 m) Then, losing its identity, the launch pad cloud and fragments

of the column cloud merged to form the ground cloud which began to

stabilize, centering on the stable layer at ^1200 m.
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The first penetration of the ground cloud showed it to be saturated

_3
with water vapor. However, the liquid water content was only 0.1 g m

The concentration of particles ^100 pm (i.e. drops produced by coagulation)

in the ground cloud was about a factor of 10 less than in the column

cloud (compare Figs. 6 and 8) Also 500 urn particles are completely

absent in the ground cloud.

In subsequent penetrations only portions of the ground cloud were

found to be saturated. The ^T + 30 min sample had a minimum temperature/

dewpoint spread of 4.5C and, as seen in Fig. 8, only particles (drops

produced by condensation) less than ^6 pm were present. Drops and small

quantities of liquid water were occasionally found in subsequent penetra-

tions of the ground cloud up to ’VT + 51 min. Starting at ^T + 47 min

the cloud microphysical measurements were terminated and the computer

aboard the B-23 aircraft was reprogrammed to process particle data.

The persistence of liquid droplets in the column and ground clouds,

long after the cessation of noticeable uplift, is an interesting feature

and is perhaps related to the presence of HC1. Data in Table C.I (see

Appendix C) suggest that the ground cloud may have been slightly sub-

saturated as early as ^-T + 25 min. This also indicates that the drops

in the ground cloud may not have been pure liquid water.

4. Light-scattering coefficients, turbulence and condensation

nucleus concentrations in the launch pad and ground clouds

The billowing emissions from the solid-fueled Titan launch were

quite different from those produced by the liquid-fueled Atlas launch

which we studied on November 13, 1978. In the Atlas launch, the
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emissions that were initially visible consisted almost entirely of pad

debris, pad combustion products (many small spherical particles mostly

composed of calcium-Hindman and Grant, 1979a) a few water droplets

and condensation products from the water-filled flame trench. Visible

emissions after lift-off of the Atlas rocket were small, although portions

of the Atlas pad, flame trench and column clouds stabilized at about

700 m to form a faintly visible ground cloud. By contrast, the Titan

boosters produced dense, white,launch pad and column clouds (the flame

trench cloud was not buoyant enough to rise to the stabilization level

of the ground cloud and was not therefore sampled) While the visibil-

ity of the Titan launch pad cloud was greatly enhanced by its liquid

water content (discussed in 3) there is little doubt that it would have

been visible in daylight, even after any drops had evaporated, because

of the solid particles.

The Titan column and ground clouds initially had distinct light-

scattering coefficients, turbulence, droplet concentration and liquid

water content signatures. Measurements obtained in the initial penetra-

tions of the column cloud are shown in Fig. 3. The column cloud was

also detectable (but less distinctly) by variations in the vertical

electric field and ion concentrations. Unfortunately, the ion meter,

while a good indicator of the Atlas ground cloud, was electrically

short-circuited after a few passes through the Titan’s very conductive

*
liquid water

* Drying the sensor did not eliminate the electrical short circuit. This

was not eliminated until the sensor had been washed witt; ^-^a^^
(indicating the presence of a conductive hygroscopic film of material)
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The Titan clouds were also easily detected by their

turbulent energy until ^1 + 65 min. The turbulent intensity measured

at ^1 + 4 min in the Titan column cloud was more than twice that measured

at ^1 + 5 min in the Atlas launch pad cloud. While the turbulence that

was encountered presented no hazard to the aircraft, it bordered on levels

which (from past experience) may halt tape drives, crash magnetic disks,

and dislocate unsecured objects.

The observed, rates of energy dissipation in the Atlas and Titan clouds

could provide a sound basis for determining the earliest time at which an

aircraft should be able to safely penetrate the clouds produced by a

rocket of known thrust (e.g. that to be used for launching the shuttle)

The only real-time indicator of the Titan ground cloud that remained

unambiguous during the entire period of our measurements (255 min) was

the light-scattering coefficient (Fig. 9)

Measurements in the drifting ground cloud were broken off at ^T +

204 min to obtain measurements in the ambient air. Sampling of the ground

cloud was resumed at ^T + 253 min. However, by this time (2353 EST)

nocturnal cooling was producing scattered stratus clouds at the stabili-

zation level of the ground cloud. Our measurements suggest that the ground

cloud was a region for preferred condensation and cloud formation, prob-

ably due to the hygroscopic, acidic nature of the aerosol. Measurements

in the ground cloud at ^-T + 253, VT + 254 and ^T + 255 min were all taken

within stratus cloud; because the airborne particle sampling system is

not fully validated for measurements within natural clouds, measurements

of the ground cloud were terminated at ^T + 255 min.
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Eash arrow indicates a penetration of the ground cloud, (a) Measure-

ments starting at ’VT + 58 min while the ground cloud still contained

liquid water, (b) Sequence starting at ^T + 153 min, showing the

asymmetrical development of the plume with a pronounced major and

minor axis. (c) Sequence starting at ^1 + 194 min.
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It is interesting to note that the effluent-loaded stratus clouds

had many of the microphysical characteristics of the original wet column

cloud. For example, the particle size distribution in the stratus and

ground clouds at VT + 255 min (Fig. 10) had similar concentrations of

small particles and 500 urn-sized particles as the column cloud at ^T + 6

min and ^T + 13 min (Figs. 5 and 6)

The light-scattering coefficient b for the Atlas ground cloud varied

with time time t according to the relation:

b^ (Atlas) b^ t-0-96 (1)

where b is a constant. This relation is shown as the dashed line in
so

Fig. 11. During the first ^60 min after the Titan launch, while the

ground cloud contained liquid drops (i.e. while it was wet) the light-

scattering coefficient varied with time according to the relation:

b (Titan) b^ t~1-02 (2)

Thereafter, in the dry cloud, the light-scattering coefficient of the

Titan ground cloud remained roughly constant (at more than twice the

value in the ambient air) or perhaps increased with time (Fig. 11) It

can be seen from Fig. 11 that the light-scattering coefficients in the

A

Titan and Atlas ground clouds were very similar

A very similar trend was observed in the measurements of Aitken

nucleus concentrations in the Titan ground cloud in the initial wet

phase and the dry phase (Fig. 12) However, during the final wet phase

It should be noted that the air samples were heated, to evaporate

most of the water on the particles, prior to the light-scattering
coefficient being measured (see Appendix A)
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(after ^T + 254 min) the Aitken nucleus concentrations decreased to

background levels (Fig. 12) whereas, the light-scattering coefficient

decreased only slightly (Fig. 11) This difference may have been due

to differential particle scavenging by the liquid drops. Recent work

(Radke et_ al. 1978) has shown scavenging to be minimally effective

near the particle size range for peak light-scattering efficiency

(^0.1-1 pm diameter)

5. Particle size distributions in the ground cloud

The particle size distributions measured in the Titan ground cloud

and in the ambient air were made from a 28-liter "grab" sample (see

Appendix A) The "grab" samples in the ground cloud were taken when the

light-scattering measurements showed the aircraft to be near the center

of the ground cloud.

Particle measurements were started in the ground cloud at ^T + 47

min, by which time the liquid water content had decreased to negligible

values. The measurements at ^T + 59 min in the ground cloud showed the

cloud to be free of liquid drops (Fig. 13) The particle size distri-

_2
bution in the ground cloud had a prominent peak near 10 urn which was

not present in the ambient air sample. This peak (which is called the

nucleus mode) was probably due to particles produced both by combustion

and gas-to-particle conversion. Another peak in the particle size

distribution in the ground cloud occurred at ^2 x 10 urn (this is called

the accumulation mode) Because particles of this size scatter light

* "Haze" droplets, that can exist in sub water-saturated air, may have

been present but the aerosol drying system aboard the aircraft would

have reduced these smaU droplets to their equilibrium size at a

relative humidity of $.50%.
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relatively efficiently, this mode often accounts for a large fraction

of the total light-scattering coefficient. The presence of a distinct

accumulation mode accounts for the high values of the light-scattering

coefficient observed in the Titan ground cloud.

Figure 14 contrasts particle size distribution in the ground clouds

from the Titan and Atlas launches at the same time (^T + 125 min) The

curves are remarkably similar except the Atlas ground cloud had a more

pronounced accumulation mode. However, the accumulation mode in the

Atlas ground cloud decreased monotonically with time over the entire

period of observation, whereas, the accumulation mode in the Titan ground

cloud did not decrease after ^126 min but rather moved toward larger

diameters.

The tendency for the accumulation mode in the Titan ground cloud to

increase in amplitude and in mean size can be seen by comparing Figs. 14

and 15; but note that the nucleus mode decreased between ^T + 126 and

’VT + 165 min. The ambient atmosphere, sampled at ^T + 240 min about 16 km

north of the line of travel of the ground cloud, had changed little from

the ambient sample taken at ^T 24 min (Fig. 13) indicating substantial

horizontal homogeneity.

Shown in Fig. 16 are volume distributions of particles measured in

the ’Titan ground cloud at three times. The volume concentration of

particles in the accumulation mode (near a few tenths of a micrometer in

diameter) is seen to nearly triple between ’V-T + 59 min and ^T + 165 min.

By contrast, the volume concentration of particles in the accumulation

mode (as well as the total volume of particles) in the Atlas ground cloud
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decreased approximately inversely with the increase in the volume of

the ground cloud, indicating that, in this case, the volume concentra-

tion of particles was dominated by the dispersion of the cloud (Radke

et al. 1979) However, the concentration of particles in the nucleus

mode of the Atlas ground cloud did not decrease as dispersion increased

due to the creation of small particles by gas-to-particle conversion.

Thus in the Atlas ground cloud, gas-to-particle conversion produced new

nucleus-mode particles but significant new mass was not deposited onto

existing particles. In the Titan ground cloud, on the other hand, most

of the gas-to-particle conversion products condensed onto existing par-

ticles in the accumulation mode.

From the point of view of particle size distributions, the nucleus

mode in the Titan ground cloud had only a slight impact on the already

polluted air in the vicinity of Cape Canaveral. Even though the con-

trast between the ground cloud and the ambient air was comparatively

large, it is about the same as the contrast between the size distribu-

tions measured during the daytime and at night in this area. Particle

size distributions measured on the afternoon of December 12 (^1700 EST)

and during the morning of December 14 (’v-1000 EST) under roughly identi-

cal synoptic conditions and airmass trajectories (see Appendix D) show

concentrations in the nucleus mode similar to those in the Titan ground

cloud.

The observations confirm those made during our study of the Atlas

launch. Both studies clearly suggest that in the area of Cape Canaveral

the nucleus mode in the ambient air reaches equilibrium shortly after
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sunrise, when particle production in the nucleus mode (due to sunlight

photolyzed gas-to-particle conversion of ambient trace gases) is

balanced by particle losses to the accumulation mode. At sundown,

particle production is sharply reduced and the remaining particles in

the nucleus mode are quickly lost by coagulation. The rapid rate of

production of particles in the nucleus mode and their short decay time

are both due to the presence of a polluted continental airmass.

6. Volumes, emission factors and particle production in the ground cloud

After the ground cloud had stabilized, its dispersion was essentially

limited to the horizontal plane. The horizontal extent of the plume

could be deduced since many of the aircraft penetrations were made in

orthogonal pairs (see Appendix B) It was assumed that the ground cloud

was rectangular in shape, 70 m thick, and that one pass in each pair was

along the length of the rectangle and the other pass along the width of

the rectangle. In this way, estimates of the volume of the ground cloud

as a function of time could be obtained (Fig. 17)

It can be seen from Fig. 17 that the relationship between the

volume V of the ground cloud and the time t after launch is of the form:

V V t0
o

where, V is the initial volume and a is a constant.

If t is in minutes, the best-fit line to the data in Fig. 17 gives:

V 1.76 x 107 m3 and a 0.94
o

Those results are in reasonable agreement with the empirical K-theory of

1/2
dispersion (Smith, 1957) which gives a dispersion rate proportional to t
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Fie 17 Estimates of the volume of the Titan

ground cloud as a function of time.
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for each dimension. Thus, with vertical dispersion constrained, a

volume growth proportional to t (i.e. a 1) would be predicted by

K-theory, compared to our value of a 0.94.

For comparison, our measurements of the Atlas ground cloud showed

its volume to be about an order of magnitude smaller than that of the

Titan ground cloud and to be given by:

V 1.31 x 106 t-98 m3 (4)

With the volume of the ground cloud reasonably defined, and the

amount of propellant burned known, it should be possible to deduce the

fraction of the propellant that remained suspended in the ground cloud.

However, as we have shown in 4 and 5, dilution was not the controlling

factor determining the concentrations of all of the particles in the

ground cloud. During the wet phase, both the Aitken nucleus concentration

and the light-scattering coefficient decreased approximately inversely

with the volume of the ground cloud. From the measurements of Aitken

nuclei and the volume of the ground cloud during the wet phase, we esti-

mate that about 2 x 1018 Aitken nuclei were directly injected into the

atmosphere from the Titan rocket. Since the Titan burns about 10 kg of

material* below 1400 m (1400 m was considered the highest portion of the

column cloud which became part of the ground cloud, see 2) about 10

Aitken nuclei were produced per gram of propellant.

* According to Stevens (1974) the percentage distribution of mass in the

exhaust from a Titan rocket is as follows: A1203 30%, CO 28%, HC1

21%, NZ 8%, HzO 3%, CO^ 3% and NOz 0.02%.
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Using the measured volumes of the particles and of the ground cloud

at ^T + 58 min and VT + 70 min (i.e. prior to the period of active gas-

-3
to-particle conversion) and assuming a particle density of 1 g cm

we estimate that the total suspended mass of particulates in the ground

cloud was 5-10 kg^ Thus the emission factor (i.e. the percentage of the

mass of the propellant that remained in the ground cloud) was ^.005-0.01%.

This emission factor is essentially the same as that derived for the Atlas

rocket (Radke e^ al_. 1979) Its low value indicates a very efficient

combustion process, more efficient, for example, than modern coal-fired

power plants, which have emission factors of ’^0.05 (Stith, 1978) or

large fires associated with the burning of wood, which have emission fac-

tors of ^1% (Radke ^t aj_. 1978b)

The total mass of suspended material in the ground cloud was measured

with a TSI mass monitor (see Appendix A) which consisted of a twin-

crystal oscillator. However, because many of the particles in the ground

cloud were either coated with liquid or were solution droplets, they

frequently lost mass on the oscillating crystal (which was above ambient

temperature) Also, the liquid probably prevented good mechanical coupling

between the particles and the oscillating crystal. Consequently, the mass

monitor underestimated the masses of the wet particles. These observations

suggest that the masses of particles measured in the Titan ground cloud

with a mass monitor, similar in principle to ours, that was aboard the NASA

Cessna 411 may also be underestimates.

^ Potter (1978) has estimated through model calculations the mass of

particles that should be suspended in the ground cloud produced by

a space shuttle launch. If we scale Potter’s predictions by the ratio

of the masses of propellants that produce the ground clouds in Titan

and Space Shuttle launches, we obtain a value of about 104 kg for the

model predictions of the total suspended mass in the Titan ground cloud.

Since this is 103 higher than our measurements, it appears that Potter’ s

model may seriously overestimate some aspects of the environmental im-

pact of the space shuttle.
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The above discussion is concerned only with direct emissions, not

with particles produced in the plume by gas-to-particle conversion. It

can be seen from Fig. 18 that the contribution of the direct emissions

to the volume of particles in the ground cloud was only about 20% by

’VT + 200 min. At this time the particles in the cloud were increasing

1 ^at a rate of vLO pg m h~ (assuming a particle density of 1 g cm" ) or

at 15-20 kg h~1. This is about twice the rate at which particles are

produced in a heavily polluted, photochemically active, urban plume such

as St. Louis (Alkezweeny, 1978)

If we assume that during the period that particles were being pro-

duced by gas-to-particle conversion in the Titan ground cloud, the light-

scattering coefficient and Aitken nucleus concentrations were constant

(this is a conservative assumption since they actually appear to increase

slightly during this period see dry phase in Figs. 11 and 12) the in-

19
creasing volume of the ground cloud requires that by ^-T + 200 min, 10

new Aitken nuclei were produced in the ground cloud at a rate of ^0.5

cm"3 s~1. Thus the direct particle emissions from the Titan rocket con-

tributed about 207. to the light-scattering coefficient and to the Aitken

nuclei in the ground cloud; the remaining 80% was produced by gas-to-

particle conversion in the ground cloud itself between ^T + 60 min and

’V-T + 200 min.

7. Apparent density of particles in the ground cloud and gas-to-particle conversion

From measurements of the apparent particle masses, obtained with the

mass monitor, of particles less than 2 pm diameter (see Appendix C) the

apparent density of the particles can be deduced. These results are shown

We refer to "apparent masses" and "apparent densities" because, as mentioned

in 6, the mass monitor did not measure the true masses of the wet particles.
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Fig. 18 Particle volume in the Titan ground cloud as a function of time.
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in Fig. 19. Between ^T + 140 min and ^T + 200 min the apparent particle

density increased from ^0.2 to ^0.9 g cm Since during this period

the particle volume was also increasing (Figs. 16 and 18) the apparent

mass of particles was increasing more rapidly than their volume.

The following scenario provides an explanation for these observations,

and some others mentioned previously.

a) After the first "wet phase", many of the particles in the

ground cloud remained in a mixed phase with a solid core

(Al.,0 9) coated with a solution of HC1. The amount of HC1

and water in this coating varied with ambient relative

humidity and the partial pressure of HC1 gas within the

ground cloud.

b) Evidence presented in 6 indicates that the increases in

particle volume,due to gas-to-particle conversion,were added

to the existing accumulation mode particles rather than

forming new particles.

c) Our measurements in both the Atlas and the Titan ground clouds

suggest that the gas-to-particle conversion mechanism is

limited by the rate at which certain chemical species in the

ambient air mix into the ground cloud. In the case of the Titan

ground cloud, the controlling ambient species is probably NH^,

which acts in an aqueous reaction with the HC1 from the Titan

exhaust to produce NH,C1 (density 1.5 g cm ) As the acid

solution is replaced by the salt solution, the resulting mixed

particles will tend to crystallize on the oscillating surface of

the mass monitor.



Fig. 19 Apparent density of the particles in the Titan ground cloud as a function of time.
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d) The more rapid increase with time of the apparent mass than

particle volume was probably due, in part, to the HC1 solution

being replaced by crystallized NH^Cl which provided better mech-

anical coupling with the oscillating crystal of the mass monitor.

While the above sequence of events is consistent with several of

our observations, it requires additional support before it can be con-

sidered as proven. Of major interest in future measurements would be

particle bulk chemistry data as a function of time (especially for the

*
accumulation mode particles) and measurements of the acid content of

particles and drops in the ground cloud. Such information would not

only serve to establish the mechanisms for gas-to-particle conversion

but would also permit an estimate of the role of gaseous HC1 after the

end of the first wet phase. Specifically, how much of the increase in

the mass and the volume of the particles is due to reactions with HC1

contained in the mixed-phase particles and how much additional gaseous

HC1 is reacted as the ground cloud ages?

8. Production of cloud condensation nuclei

Cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) serve as particles upon which water

vapor condenses to form clouds and fogs. Although CCN are often only a

small fraction of the total atmospheric aerosol, they play an important

role in determining the colloidal stability of clouds and the formation

of precipitation.

* Preliminary measurements on this flight indicated that the drops in

the wet phase of the ground cloud were acidic (pH 2) corresponding

to a 0.01 Normal solution of HC1 (even lower values were found on the

initial pass see Hindman and Grant, 1979b)
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Previous measurements in the clouds of material produced by the

launch of a Titan rocket showed that CCN concentrations in excess of

10^ cm"3 could be expected for some time after launch (Hindman et_ a\_.

1978) Since this concentration exceeds the normal limits of the auto-

matic CCN counter aboard the B-23 research aircraft (see Appendix A)

a continuous-flow dilution system was built which diluted the CCN sample

by a factor of 10.

CCN measurements in the ambient air taken over a 70-hour period

surrounding the launch indicate an airmass that was reasonably homogen-

eous (Fig. 20) The atmosphere below the top of the haze layer (VL200 m)

was well mixed and above this layer there was a strong vertical concen-

tration of CCN. The CCN concentrations in the ambient air measured on

this occasion are similar, though slightly higher, to those measured by

us in the same general location for the Atlas study in November, 1978.

In both cases, there were no significant differences in CCN concentra-

tions between day and night. Within these comparatively homogeneous

ambient conditions the ground cloud from the Titan launch presented a

substantial contrast, with CCN concentrations about a factor of 4 greater

than in the ambient air (Fig. 21)

It can be seen from Fig. 21 that the CCN concentrations at 0.57.

supersaturation in the Titan and Atlas ground clouds were quite similar

over the same time periods*. Also, as with the Atlas launch (Radke e^ a]..

1979) and the Voyager (Titan III) launch on September 5. 1977 (Hindman ^
al. 1978) no significant decreases with time in CCN concentrations

* While a number of similarities between the Atlas and Titan ground clouds

have been noted in this report, it should be remembered that the volume

of the Titan ground cloud was roughly 10 times that produced by the Atlas.
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nA-rr TIME ALTITUDE
UAI-L EST M, AGL

12- 12-78 1700 620 0

12-12-78 1745 540
12-13-78 2347 1220 0

12-14-78 0020 860
12-14-78 1009 920 ^12-14-78 1030 1220 A
12-14- 78 100 1840 X

J---i

103
CCN CONCENTRATION (cm-3 )

20 Concentrations of cloud condensation
ambient air near Cape Canaveral as a
vapor supersaturation over a 70-hour
the Titan launch.

nuclei (CCN) in the
function of water
period surrounding
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103 104
CCN CONCENTRATION (cm"3)

Fig. 21 Concentrations of cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) as a

function of water vapor supersaturation, in the Titan

ground cloud contrasted with ambient measurements made
in the same altitude ranges (^\\\^) and with measure-
ments obtained from ^T + 28 to ’Y-T + 110 min in the Atlas

ground cloud of November 13, 1978 (^XXX)0
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were measured. Following procedures similar to those described in 6,

we deduce that this implies an in situ production in the ground cloud of

^0.5-1 CCN cm"3 s~1 and a total of vLO18 CCN (active at 0.5% supersaturation)

just after the first wet phase. To place this figure in perspective,

Squires (1966) estimated the CCN production from the city of Denver to

be about 1016 CCN s~1; hence, the number of CCN produced by the Titan

launch was about the same as that emitted by the city of Denver in

100 s.

In most freshly-produced aerosols the CCN concentrations are generally

much less than the Aitken nucleus concentrations. However, in the Titan

ground cloud the concentrations of CCN and Aitken nuclei were quite

similar. This is a further indication of the strongly hydrophylic nature

of virtually all of the particles in the Titan ground cloud.

9. Ice nucleus measurements

The concentrations of ice nuclei in the Titan ground cloud and in

the ambient air were measured (see Appendix A) with a rotating membrane

filter system, a multi-filter manifold in which Millipore filters could

be mounted, and an NCAR Acoustic Ice Nucleus Counter (hereafter called

the NCAR counter) A detailed report on the results of these measurements

will be provided to the Navy by Hindman and Grant (1979b) Here we are

concerned only with the measurements obtained from the NCAR counter.

The NCAR counter is designed to simulate the environment of a super-

cooled cloud. An air sample is drawn continuously into the counter where

it is humidified in a wet, baffled, heated box, then mixed with NaCI
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particles from a solution bubbler and finally fed into the top of a

refrigerated chamber. The moist sample is brought to water vapor

supersaturation and condensation takes place on the Nad particles.

The cloud of droplets and unactivated particles descend into progres-

sively cooler portions of the chamber. Ice crystals may form by

droplets freezing (because they contain an ice nucleus) by vapor

deposition directly onto ice nuclei, or by ice nuclei colliding with

supercooled droplets (contact nucleation) Once formed the ice crystals

grow rapidly at the expense of the liquid droplets. The cloud is

finally drawn out the bottom of the cold chamber through a small-

diameter tube. The ice particles are detected by the shock wave they

produce as they pass through a capillary tube near the base of the

chamber; the shock wave produced by each ice crystal is counted elec-

*
tronically

Outside air was passed continuously through the NCAR counter aboard

the B-23 aircraft via a ram-air line. The large internal volume of the

counter resulted in a slow response time (’\-60 s rise and ^300 s fall)

and gave a moderately severe integration of a discontinuous signal, such

as the Titan ground cloud-ambient air contrast. Thus there is both spatial

and temporal uncertainty in the measurements.

The ice nucleus measurements are plotted in two ways in Fig. 22.

Firstly, the measured ice nucleus concentrations are integrated over 5-min

intervals and then divided by the fraction of time that the ground cloud

Since the NCAR counter responded differently in different situations to

smoke produced by burning small samples of the Titan propellant, a number

of post-flight tests were carried out to explore the behavior of the

counter. These are described in Appendix E.
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was sampled during the 5-min interval. Secondly, the measured ice nucleus

concentrations are divided by the total volume of air sampled (i.e. ambient

and ground cloud) That the ice nucleus concentrations were higher in the

ground cloud than in the ambient air is apparent from the results shown

in Fig. 22. The initial peak followed by a broad peak between ^T + 110

min and ^T + 140 min closely mirrors the previous results of Parungo and

Allee (1978) in the ground cloud from the Titan III launch of August 20, 1977.

Since the ice nucleus concentrations do not decay at a rate comparable

to the increase in the volume of the ground cloud (Fig. 17) there must

have been a continuous source of new ice nuclei within the ground cloud.

From these measurements, we tentatively conclude that the ice nuclei

produced by the launch of the Titan rocket represent only a limited weather

modification potential. For example, taking the peak ice nucleus con-

centration of VLO H~1 (Fig. 22) the total ice nucleus content in the

13
ground cloud could not have been much greater than 10 Since not more

than 108 g of propellant were burned to form the ground cloud, this gives

*
a yield of ^10 ice nuclei (active at -20C) per gram of propellant

Similar concentrations can be produced from less than 1 g of Agl [typically

YLOO g of Agl are used to treat single cumulus clouds in NOAA’s Florida

Area Cumulus Experiments (Simpson et_ aj_. 1971) By ^T + 200 min the

concentrations of ice nuclei in the ground cloud were ’v-1 H Assuming a

1:1 relationship between the measured ice nuclus concentrations and

potential cloud ice particle concentrations, this value is probably too low

to have any significant impact on clouds or precipitation in this region

* Interestingly, though probably coincidental, this value is in complete
agreement with our laboratory measurements, although higher values have
obtained in other experiments (see Appendix E)

Turner et al. (1976) found natural ice particle concentrations of 10-100
in summertime Florida cumulus clouds.
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10. Summary and conclusions

Airborne measurements have been obtained of the particles in the

clouds of effluent produced by a night-time launch of a Titan III

rocket from the Kennedy Space Flight Center near Cape Canaveral, Florida.

The principal conclusions from these measurements are:

The Titan rocket produced a saturated, optically dense, white

launch-pad and column cloud. These clouds had the appearance

and microphysical characteristics of a moderately-sized, vigorous.

-3
cumulus cloud. Droplet concentrations in excess of 1000 cm

and liquid water contents in excess of 1 g m were measured

in the column cloud.

Much of the material in the launch-pad cloud, and portions of

the column cloud, spread out horizontally to produce the

ground cloud at a stable layer ’v-1200 m AGL. A lower-level

inversion confined the flame-trench cloud to below ^700 m AGL.

The stable, night-time conditions kept the ground cloud elevated

and limited diffusion largely to the horizontal plane. The

ground cloud remained easily identifiable throughout the 255-

min period of our observations by its distinct light-scattering

coefficient

The ground cloud had two distinct phases. In the initial wet

phase, it was water-saturated and contained liquid drops. In

this phase the concentrations of particles in the ground cloud

were determined primarily by the dilution and therefore varied
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inversely with the volume of the cloud. In the dry phase,

gas-to-particle conversion mechanisms became so important that

the number concentrations of particles in the plume and the

light-scattering coefficient remained essentially constant

with time. Hence, in the dry phase, new particles were produced

at a rate that was roughly proportional to their dilution due

to the expansion of the cloud and particle loss factors.

The particles in the ground cloud contained two prominent

-2
particle size modes: one centered at ^10 pm and the other at

’^0. 3 pm. Gas-to-particle conversion produced new mass in the

-1 -3 -1
second mode at a rate of ^15-20 kg h or ^10 pg m h during

the dry phase. Since this rate was substantially larger than

any decreases in the mass concentration of particles due to

the expansion of the ground cloud or particle losses, there

was a steady increase in the mass concentration of particles in

the second mode after ’v’T + 60 min.

_2
New particles were also produced in the 10 pm mode during

the dry phase. These particles made the ground cloud distinct

from the ambient night-time air. However, the concentrations

of VLO ym particles in the ground cloud were not significantly

different from those in the daytime ambient air in the vicinity

of Cape Canaveral,

The total mass of particles in the ground cloud at ^T + 60 min

was surprisingly small (^5-10 kg of particles <5 pm in diameter)
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considering the amount of material that was burned in the

Titan rocket. The mass emission factor (mass emitted/mass

burned) was ^0.01%.

Many of the particles in the ground cloud probably existed

in a mixed phase, with solid cores and a coating of water and

HC1. Ammonia (NHJ which diffused into the plume from the

ambient air probably converted this coating to a salt solution

of NH.C1.
4

The concentrations of cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) in the

ground cloud were large enough to be meteorologically sig-

nificant. The initial emission from the Titan rocket was

VL018 CCN (active at 0.5% supersaturation) More importantly,

new CCN were produced in the ground cloud at a rate of ^0.5-1

CCN cm"3 s"1. CCN in these concentrations will likely affect

the microstructures of clouds and precipitation processes.

Measurements with the NCAR ice nucleus counter indicated that

the total number of ice nuclei (active at -20C) in the ground

cloud was VLO13. This implies a yield of ^10 ice nuclei per

gram of propellant. Assuming a 1:1 relationship between ice

nucleus concentrations measured in this manner and cloud ice

particle concentrations, the concentrations of ice nuclei

measured in the Titan ground cloud should not have a significant

weather modification potential. However, both because of un-

certainties in measurement techniques and evidence for the
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creation of new ice nuclei as the ground cloud ages, the

weather modification potential of the particles in the

ground cloud cannot be considered fully resolved.

The ground clouds produced by the solid-fueled Titan III

rocket and the liquid-fueled Atlas rocket showed some sur-

prising similarities in particle size distributions. The

major differences were in the sizes of the ground cloud

(the Titan was vLO times larger than the Atlas) and the

gas-to-particle conversion characteristics. In the Titan

ground cloud, gas-to-particle conversion produced large quan-

tities of new mass in the 0.1-1.0 pm region. In the Atlas

ground cloud, insignificant new mass was produced but sig-

-2
nificant numbers of new particles vLO pm in diameter were

formed by gas-to-particle conversion.
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APPENDIX A

THE UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON’S

AIRBORNE ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH FACILITY

A.I The aircraft

The University of Washington’s airborne atmospheric research facility,

which was used in this study, is mounted aboard a Douglas B-23 aircraft.

This is a heavy (12,000 kg) twin-engine aircraft that has proven nearly

ideal for atmospheric research in the troposphere. It provides a stable

sampling platform at speeds between 35 and 85 m s (60 m s normal

sampling speed) and has a service ceiling in excess of 8000 m. Its low

cruising speed greatly eases problems associated with sampling small

particles. The B-23 can carry more than 1000 kg of instruments and a

crew of seven. Its oversize control surfaces and rugged construction

permit excellent maneuverability at all flight levels. The aircraft is

equipped for all-weather flying; all leading edges and propellers are

deiced and the aircraft is fully equipped for instrument flight rule

operations.

A.2 Data system and basic parameters

One of the most important characteristics of the facility is that,

despite its extent and complexity, an adequate crew can be carried aboard

to ensure its reliable operation. Moreover, the crew is provided with

sufficient real-time data so that project goals can be adjusted in-flight

to take advantage of unique opportunity situations.
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Data synthesis is orchestrated by the Flight Data Engineer interacting

with a minicomputer (16-bit word, 16K-word capacity coupled to twin 100K-

word floppy disks) The Engineer can provide the research crew with any

recorded or computed parameter via more than 20 digital and electromech-

anical displays, a hard-copy digital printer, and a six-channel, high speed,

strip chart recorder.

Data are recorded on both magnetic tape and disk media via serial

digital, IRIG FM and direct recording. The disk record allows a detailed

flight summary to be compiled immediately after landing at the airport

using a small mobile computer.

For this study the aircraft was configured for cloud, particle and

trace gas measurements. The instrumentation layout is shown in Fig. A.I.

Instruments for measuring basic parameters (temperature, dew point, pressure

altitude, altitude above terrain, true airspeed, vertical and horizontal

winds, aircraft altitude and rate of climb, turbulence and solar irradi-

ance) are located primarily in the forward portion of the aircraft and are

a permanent installation. A history of the aircraft flight path is pro-

vided by an x-y plotter which is driven by the aircraft navigational

system; this provides a tracing of the aircraft position on a sectional

map.

A. 3 Particle instrumentation

A schematic of the layout and ducting for the particle and gas

instrumentation is shown in Fig. A.2. The most complex portion is the

particle sizing system which consists of four instruments which are
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Fig. A. I Locations of crew and research instruments on the

University of Washington’ s Airborne Atmospheric Research Facility

1-2 Pilot and Co-Pilot 5 Aerosol Instrumentation Monitor

3 Observer 6 Flight Director
4 Instrumentation Engineer 7 Gas Instrumentation Monitor

A 5 cm gyrostabilized weather radar
B Rosemount airspeed, pressure altitude and total temperature probes

MRI turbulence probe and electronics J-W liquid water probe
angle of attack sensor

C VOR-DME slaved position plotter; research power panel (3 kW 110V
60 Hz; 1. 5 kW 110V 400 Hz; 150 amps 28V dc)

D Electronic controls for J-W liquid water indicator reverse housing
thermometer, electrical cloud particle counter and dew point
thermometer, time code generator and time display, WWV time standard
receiver, TAS and T^ot analoc? computers, signal conditioning
amplifiers audio signal mixers, FSK time-share data multiplexers
(63 channels) 2-D electric field and turbulence analog read-outs
Doppler horizontal winds

E Minicomputer (16-bit word, 16k word capacity) computer interface
to instrumentation, remote A-D converter, keyboard and printer

F Hybrid analog/digital tape recorder (7-track, 1/2") and high speed,
6-channel analog strip chart recorder

G Inlet for isokinetic aerosol sampling
H Aircraft oxygen, digital readout of all flight parameters, dew point

sensor, time code reader and time display, heated aerosol plenum
chamber, vertical velocity, Millipore sequential filter system

I Controls for metal foil impactor and continuous particle replicator
J Aerosol analysis section, generally contains integrating

hephelometer, NCAR rotatincr filter system, automatic cloud
nucleus counter gas chromatograpn, Whitby aerosol analyzer, Royco
particle counters automatic condensation nucleus counter automatic

bag samplers (28 and 55)1)
K PMS axially-scattering spectrometer (small droplet probe)

vertically mounted
L PMS optical array 2-dimensional probe
M NCAR ice nucleus counter
N Ultraviolet photometer
0 Electric field mill sensor (vertical and horizontal field)

P Reverse flow static temperature probe
Q Automatic ice particle counter and metal foil hydrometeor impactor

R Continuous Formvar replicator
S Tracer ejection pyrotechnic racks (52 40mm units)

T Tracer pyrotechnic rack (24 1 5" units)
U Radar repeater, side-viewing automatic camera real-time display

of PMS data
V Radar altimeter, 2-D electric field mill electronics, 20-channel

telemetry transmitter
W Instrument vacuum system (consists of four high-capacity vacuum

pumps connected individually to the cabin)
X Anisokinetic large-volume aerosol sampler
Y PMS optical array precipitation spectrometer PMS optical array

cloud droplet probe
Z Mass monitor, sulfate filter sampler, ice nucleus filters
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AUTOMATIC VALVE SEQUENTIAL
BAG SAMPLER (FOR OPC B EAA)-’

-NCAR ICE
NUCLEUS
COUNTER

’-OPTICAL
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ELECTRICAL AEROSOL
ANALYZER (EAA) 6
MASS MONITOR

INTEGRATING
NEPHELOMETER

ISOKINETIC
PROBE

STATIC
PRESSURE
TRANSDUCER

^301 HEATED
CHAMBER

ISOKINETIC
PUMP
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PROBE FOR
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TO 3 MS
CAPACITY)
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ISOKINETIC
PROBE

AXIALLY
SCATTERING
SPECTROMETER
PROBE

open
SENSOR

^ISOKINETIC PUMP

Fig. A.2 Particle and trace gas instrumentation aboard the

University of Washington’s B-23 research aircraft,
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completely integrated and controlled by the onboard computer. These

provide size spectral measurements of atmospheric particles from 0.01

to 65 pm in diameter over a concentration range of 10 to 10 cm

These instruments have been extensively modified inhouse to provide

optimum performance and they are regularly calibrated.

The sampling system as shown in Fig. A.2 is configured for meas-

uring transient deviations in particles and trace gases (such as those

encountered in plumes or clouds) Consequently, air samples are taken

in rapidly and automatically by a "grab-bag" sampling system. In

addition to the "grab-bag" sampling (which is not completely isokinetic)

an isokinetic sampling system is used. Both sampling systems condition

the particles to a nearly constant relative humidity (<50%) The plumbing

for this system is shown in Fig. A.3.

A general index of the air pollution is obtained using an integrating

nephelometer, and automatic condensation (Aitken nucleus) nucleus counter

and an oscillating crystal mass monitor.

Since one of the major interests in this study was the effects of

the rocket exhausts on the concentrations of cloud condensation nuclei

(CCN) and ice nuclei in the air, special efforts were made in this area.

Provision was made to supply a diluted sample of the air intakes from the

clouds of material produced by the rocket to the automatic CCN counter

(Radke and Turner, 1972) since the concentrations of CCN were expected

to exceed the instrument’s range. Real-time measurements of ice nucleus

concentrations were provided by the NCAR Acoustical Ice Nucleus counter.

Also, the NCAR rotating membrane filter was added to provide a post-flight
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AIRFLOW ^AIRCRAFT
OUTER SURFACE

AIRFLOW AIRCRAFT
OUTER SURFACE

DIFFUSION
DRYER

HEATED
PLENUM
CHAMBER

IROYCO]
225

NEPHELOMETER

ISOKINETIC
PUMP

( a ) ( b )

-^

u

- AIRCRAFT
OUTER SU

NCAR ICE
NUCLEUS
COUNTER

AIRFLOW

( C )

Fie A 3 Schematic of the air sample inlet system for (a) the

Aitken Nucleus Counter, Royco 202 Counter and Electrical

Aerosol Analyzer (EAA) and (b) the Royco 225 Counter and

Nephelometer, and (c) the NCAR Ice Nucleus Counter.
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time history of the ice nucleus concentration. In addition, a multi-

filter manifold was added for measuring ice nuclei by the Millipore

filter method using 47mm filters.

A.4 Cloud physics instrumentation

The cloud physics instrumentation is designed to provide compre-

hensive measurements of the sizes, spatial distributions and physical

characteristics of solid and liquid cloud and precipitation particles.

This information is provided by eight different instruments. Data on

solid hydrometeor characteristics (e.g. crystal type, degree of riming

and aggregation) are provided by impaction and Formvar plastic repli-

cation. Similar information for millimeter-sized solid and liquid

particles is provided by impact markings on the thin metal foil of the

foil sampler.

The size spectra (concentration versus maximum particle dimensions)

of cloud and precipitation particles over the size range of 3 to 4500 urn

are provided by three Particle Measuring Systems (PMS) laser probes.

Unlike those from impaction devices, the PMS data are processed and dis-

played in real-time on the aircraft by the computer. Computed values

of the effective radar reflectivity and precipitation rate (assuming

spherical particles) are also available in real-time.

Cloud liquid water content is measured directly by a hot-wire sensor

and is also computed from the PMS data. Ice crystal concentrations are

provided by a laser depolarization device developed in this laboratory.
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An overall view of the spatial distribution of precipitation is

provided by a 5-cm gyrostabilized weather radar.

A complete listing of the instruments aboard the facility for

this study is given in Table A.I.



TABLE A.I

SPECIFICATIONS ON RESEARCH INSTRUMENTS ON THE UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON’S AIRBORNE ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH FACILITY

Parameter

Total Ai r
Temperature
^TOT)
Stati c Ai r
Temperature

^STAT)

1nstrument
Type

Plati num
wi re
resistance

Plati num
wi re
resistance

Man
and

Rosemount
Co.
+41

In-

ufactu
Model

102CY2CG
4 L Br

House

rer
No.

Eng.

idge

Range

-100 to
+200C

-100 to
+100C

Error

=+/-0. C
(Manuf.
Spec.

+/-0.5C

Time On-Board Power Remarks
Constant Recorded? Requi rements

=1 sec Yes .4W/28VDC Modi fied to give
0-5V output

=1 sec Yes 6W/28VDC Minco res istance
element in reverse
flow housing (S1088)
Recovery coefficient
=0.2-0.2. Unrel iable
under icing condi tions

Dewpoint
condensat ion

Pressure
Al ti tude

True Ai r
Speed (TAS)

Ai r
Turbulence

Dew

type

Absolute
capac tance
pressure

Di fferent ial
capaci tance
pressure

Di fferent ial
pressure
sensor

Cambri dqe
Model 880

Spec.

Rosemount Eng.
Co. Model
830 BA

Rosemount Eng.
Co. Model
831 BA

Meteorology
Research
Inc.
Model 120

-40 to

+50C

0-15
psi

0-+/-1

ps

0- 10

cm2^
-1

sec

=+1 C
(Manuf.

^+/-0.2%
ful
scale
(Manuf.
Spec.

^+/-0.2%
ful
scale
(Manuf.
Spec.

=+10%

2C/sec Yes

No specs Yes

No specs Yes

3 sec Yes

50W/1 15VAC

3W/28VDC

3W/28VDC

20W/28VDC

Modi fied to give
0-5V output for
inear output over

-40 to +10C

TAS derived by means
of on-board in-house
bui t analog
computer



TABLE A. (continued)

Parameter

Liquid Water

Electric
Field in
Vert ical
Plane

Hydrometeor
Sampler

Cloud
Particle
Sampler

Ice Crystal
Counter

Cloud
Condensation
Nuclei

scatter!ng

Instrument
Type

Hot wi re
resistance

Rotary
fiel d
mi

Metal foi
impactor

Cont nuous
part icie
repi icator

Opt ical
polari zat ion
technique

Opt ical
counting
by ight-

Manufacturer
and Model No.

Johnson
Wi iams

Meteorology
Research nc.
Model 61

Meteorology
Research nc.
Model 1220A

Meteorology
Research Inc.
Model 1203D

In-House

n-House

Range

-2
-3g m

0-6
g m~3

0-+/-100kV

m-1

Part ic les
greater
than 250
in si ze

No specs

0-5000
part ides
per ter

0-5000
cloud
conden-
sat ion

nuclei /
cm-

Error

No specs

+/-10%

ym

No specs

+/-10%
per 5

Time
Constant

No specs

0.2 sec

Immediate Yes

cycle

sec

On-Board
Recorded?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Power
Requi rements

10W/1 15VAOOHz
420W/28VDC

20W/1 15V/400Hz
120W/28VDC

300W/28VDC

300W/28VDC

180W/28VDC
50W/1 15V
l60nz

500W(Max)/1 5V/
60Hz

Remarks

Modi fied for 0.5V
output and
cal brat ion
ci rcui try added
for +/-20kV m-1

50 ym diameter
minimum detectable
crystal s ze



Parameter

Hydrocarbons

Ice
Nucleus
Concentrations

Al ti tude
above
Terrain

Weather
Radar

Ai rcraft
Posi t ion and
Course
Plotter

Time

1nstrument
Type

Gas
chromato-
graph

NCAR
acoustical
counter

Radar

al timeter

5 cm gyro-
stabi ized

Works off
DME and
VOR

Time code
generator

Manufacturer
and Model No.

Analytical
Development
Instruments

NCAR
500 counts
per ter

AN/APN22

Radio Corp.
of America
AVQ-10

In-House

Systron
Donner
Model 8220

TABLE

Range

+/-0. to

20 ppm
(as CH^)

0.01 to

0-20,000
ft.

50
naut ical
mi les

80 mi les

hrs ,min
sec,

RIG B
code)

A. (cont

Error

50%

No specs

+/-5% of
indicated
value

No specs

^l mi le

part

in 105

nued)

Time
Constant

var iable

20-60 se
ri se-t ime

several
mi n.decay

No specs

10 sec

On-Board Power rkeiiicii ^a

Recorded? Requi rements

Yes self-contai ned

; Yes 650W/1 15V/60Hz

Yes 36W/28VDC
120W/1 15V/400Hz

No

Yes 30W/28VDC

Yes 12W/1 15V/60HZ

Operated to di s-
tinguish methane
and non-methane
hydrocarbons

Ln
’>0

Addi tional moni tor

at posi tFon U

Gives real-time
plot on sectional
map of area of
posi tion of
ai rcraft

Modi fied for 28VDC
operation. Hr, min,
sec di splay



TABLE A. (cont inued)

Parameter

Time

Ground
Commun cation

Integrating
Nephelometer

Instrument
Type

Radio WWV

FM
transceiver

Optical
Light-
Scattering

Manufactu
and Model

Gertsch
RHF

Motorola

Meteoro1
Research
Inc. Mod
567

ir

mi n

3

e
x 10-’1

er
No.

gy

Range

approx
100 mi

0 to 2
x ]0-^
0 to

Error

les

.5 +/-10%

0

Time
Constant

10 sec

On-Board
Recorded?

Yes

No

Yes

Power
Requi rements

1W/28VDC

nternal
batteries

200W/1 15V/60Hz

Remarks

2. 5. 5. 10, 15 MHz
Voice announcements
are recorded on tape

50 MHz band

Dew Point

Heading

Ground Speed
and Drift
Angle

Oew Cambridge

condensation Systems
type Model

TM73-244

Gyro- Sperry
compass Model C-2

Doppler Bendix

Navigator Model
DRA-12

-40C to +/-1C
+40C

0-360’ +/-2’

2C/sec Yes 55W/1 15VAC/
400Hz

200/sec Yes 100W/1 5VAC/
400Hz

0-20,000
ft.

No specs No specs Yes 200W/1 5VAC/
400Hz

Swi tch selectable <^
ranges for -40C
to +10C and -10
to +40C

Slaved to navi
gat ion compass
through synero-
digi tal converter

Basic sensor for
comput ing horizontal
wind d rection and
veloc ty

U1 traviolet
Radiation

1W/28V0-100 5%
meal -cm" ful

5%
ful
scale

0. sec Yes
Barrier-
layer photo-
electric
ce1

Eppley
Laboratory,
nc.

/H4042
mi n -1



TABLE A. (continued)

Parameter

Aerosol
Particles

scattering

Aerosol
Particles
and Cloud
Particles

Cloud
Part ides

1nstrument
Type

Forward
ight-

Forward
ight-

scattering

Diode
occul tat ion

Manufactu
and Model

Royco 225
(mod f ied

PMS ASSP1

PMS
OAP-200X

rer
No.

00

Range

.7-39ym

2.8-66pm

20-300pm

Error

/N

/N"

/N

T ime
Constant

6 sec

6 sec

6 sec1’

On-Board
Recorded?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Power
Requi rements

60W/1 17V/60Hz

40W/1 17V/60Hz

60W/1 17VAOOHz
100W/28VDC

Remarks

Precipi tation Diode PMS
Particles occupat ion OAP-200Y

300-4500pm

/N

Ai tken Nuc

Aerosol
Particles

Ice
Nuclei

Aerosol
Particle
Mass

lei Light
transmi ss ion

Di rect
impact ion

Di rect
impact ion

Electro-
static-
depos t ion

General
Electri c
CNC-2(mod fied)

Glass
sl ides

Nuclepore/
Mi ipore

TSI Model
3203
(mass moni tor)

>0.007um

5-100pm

0. 2-200um

0. 2-200pm

/N

6 sec"^ Yes 60W/1 17VAOOHz
100W/28VDC

.5 sec Yes 200/1 17V/60Hz

50W/28VDC

120 sec Yes 100W/1 17V/60Hz

Limi ted by method of recording



TABLE A. (cont inued)

Parameter

Angle of
Attack

Photographs

Aerosol
Parti cles

Aerosol
Particles

Insti
Type

Potci
mete

35mm
laps’
came

Elec
mobi
anal

90
scat

rument

it io-
r

t ime-
e
ra

trical
ity

ysis

ight-
tering

Manufacturer
and Model No.

Rosemount Eng
Model 861

Automax
Model
GS-2D-1

TSI 3030

Royco 202
(mod tied)

Range

I. +/-23

.3 x
10-2 to
4.2 x
10"^ pm

0.3 to
10 urn

Error Time
Constant

+/-0. 5 0. sec

sec t(

10 mi n

/N

/N

On-Board Power
Recorded? Requi rements

Yes 1W/28V

3 75W/28V Aut
of
f1
and
ing

20W/1 17V/60HZ

20W/1 7V/60Hz

Reir

oma1

t ime
ght
ai
on

larks

ic recording
of day,
number
’craft head-
each frame

0’
ho

N number of measurements
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APPENDIX B

GROUND-REFERENCED AIRCRAFT TRACKS

The direction of movement of the B-23 is indicated by the heavy arrowed

line. The 4-figure numbers on the flight track are the EST in hours and

minutes.

Distance from the launch site is indicated by the oblique line sloping

toward the upper left-hand corner of the diagram. The 2-figure numbers on

this line are the distances (in nautical miles) from the launch site.

The plume is indicated by (^) If broken, ^] tne plane has not flown

through the plume, even though the plume was in that location on a previous

pass.

The scale used for these plots is 1:500,000.
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10
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10
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2025
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2017 ’Launch
Site

Cape
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Cape
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Fit. 716 (12-13-78) Fit 716 (12-13-78)

Fig. B.I Flight tracks between 1919 and 2025 EST on December 13, 1978.
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Oak Hill
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Fig. B.2 Flight tracks between 2025 and 2143 EST on December 13 1978
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2153

-Oak Hill

2231

2223

Oak Hill
2215

2219
.20

Geneva 15
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Fit. 716 (12-13-78) It. 716 (12-13-78)

40

2239

Geneva

Oak Hill

20

2255

Geneva
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Fit 716 (12-13-78) Fit. 716 (12-13-78)

Fig. B. 3 Flight tracks between 2149 and 2255 EST on December 13, 1978.
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2315
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Fit. 716 (12-13-78)

40

2331
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Fig. B.4 Flight tracks between 2257 and 2359 EST on December 13, 1978.
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APPENDIX C

LIST OF PARAMETERS MEASURED IN THE GROUND CLOUD FOR ALL PENETRATIONS

Shown in Table C.I are the airborne measurements obtained in

51 penetrations of the clouds of material from the Titan rocket.

Included in this listing are the dimensions of the ground cloud

(total and 2o width) for each penetration as determined by the

light-scattering coefficient (nephelometer) This measurement

is not a perfect measure of the extent of the ground cloud, since

the nephelometer has a significant time constant. However, the

effects of time constant can probably be ignored after T + 25 min

as the ground cloud becomes large.



TABLE C.I

AIRBORNE MEASUREMENTS IN THE CLOUDS OF MATERIAL PRODUCED BY THE TITAN ROCKET

(EST) (inlicifc)

19:4:24 4:24
19:46:24 6:24
19:47:48 7:48
19:49:36 9:36
19:51:26
19:53:19 11:19

25:It
20:0):05 27:05
20:10:48 30:48
20:11:53
20:16:00 3t:00
20:17:51 37:55
20:11:17 39:17
20:27:2t 47:24
20:31:08 51:08
20:36:17 56:17
20:37:22 57:22

58:3t
20:42:10 62:10
20:43:22 63:22

20:44:55 64:55
20:50:26 70:26
21:09:43
21:12:27 92:27
21:14:52 94:52

99:02
21:28:26 108:26
21:36:57 116:57
21:42:46
21:46:19
21:56:41 136:41
21:59:22
22:02:55 142:55
22:05:32 145:32
22:13:14 153:14
22:16:42 156:42

22:21:52 161:52

22:11:14 171:14
22:37:59 177:59
22:40:29
22:44:56 184:56
22:49:19 189:39
22:51:51 191:51
22:57:14
21:01:11

204:19

21:53:02

.’1:55:18

<"b)

886 1114
1096 8.2

890 1078 8.1
886 1115 8.1

879 1180 .8
873 1216
87) 1255
856 .5
857 1388 .9
860 1359 7.5
875 1218
874 1227 7.2
874 1227

1246
858
865 1112 9.0
869
869 1274
870 1264 7.)

870
1264 7.2

869 1274
875
869 1274 8.6
870

879 1180
1180 7.4

1208 7.5
883 ;.9

682
885 1125 8.0
886 111’-) 8.0
886 1115
886 1115 8.1
881

8.0

1115
885 1124 7.8
885
885 1124
886

891
895

) CC)

1.1.

115 8.1)

("C)

8.1
6.3
8.1
7.5

7.6
6.8

1.0

4.0

6.3
6.3
-5.0

5.2
5.2
5.0

5.6

5.5
2.7
6.5

7.0
7.0

itpfpd

(m a’’)

61.2
61.5

61.5
63.8

66.5

65.0

59.1

65.5
65.7

61.B

61.5
65.1

61.7

llRhl-acntterlnR

10’’ IT]’’)

1.7

2.8
1.8
2.0

0.96
0.65

1.4
0.71
1.2
0.71
0.72
0.89

0.94
0.66

0.9:1

0.72
0.60

0.
O.H4
".72
0.66

’1.11

-I.
<-) 2, ()

(c"

1326 2514 1"

0.65
2804 1476 0.68
2821 1248

865
3126 1346

1522
4470 2171

1117

2184 1170
5.67

3087 1625
2025

941
471 1.61

857 0.00
4695 2726

2821

2275 1517

2185
1248

1175
151]

7491

1915 1.57
7692

1997

(B

0.10 3.96

0.70 2.38
2.01

0.10

8.13
8.56

0.10
4,08

0.00

0.00

0.00 1.37

0.00

quid Total
panicle particle

"3) (en’3) <UR m"3) (uti>1 cm"-1)

lO’
10’
lo3
10’’
103
103
103
103
101
101 6.21
101
’510s

8.52
10’ 11.81
103
101
103
10’ 44.5 12.6 11.84

101
10’
10
103
103 4.18
103
101 4.75
101 7.71
101
111’
101 11.51 11.11

10’
10’ 14.41

101 10.47

1111 11.’-’

101
in3
111’
10’
10’
1111
10’ ]’.’’5

HI3
10’
1"’
n>’,

in-’

of

...n1 en-1)

7.26

5.20

1.54
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APPENDIX D

AIRMASS TRAJECTORIES

These air trajectories (Fig. D.1-D.3) which start at Cape Canaveral,

are traced backwards in time for a period of 72 hours. They are two-

dimensional isobaric trajectories constructed from the observed wind

field on the 850 mb pressure surface. All displacements are made

parallel to the contours with the distance traveled equal to the product

of the 12-hr interval and the mean of the initial and final windspeeds.

While this method of trajectory analysis has been shown by Danielsen

(1961) to be less accurate than an isentropic analysis which incorporates

vertical motions and velocity shears into the trajectory computation,

it was felt that under the synoptic conditions that were present, an

isobaric trajectory analysis would indicate the general area from which

the air came. The accuracy of these trajectories was verified by com-

paring them with isobaric trajectories computed on the 700 mb pressure

surface for the same time period. The 700 mb trajectories did not differ

significantly from the 850 mb trajectories.

The synoptic situation on December 12, 1978 was characterized by

cool temperatures, low overcast, and light rainfall throughout Florida,

as an upper-level, short wave passed through the area. Skies cleared

by afternoon and pressures rose as high pressure centered over the

southern midwest, moved into the area bringing with it a continental

airmass (Fig. D.2) Winds were generally from the north northwest. A
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weak cold front, extending southward from a low pressure system

centered over the northeastern U.S. passed through Florida on

December 14th between the hours of 0600 and 1200 Z. No weather

was associated with this front and the skies remained clear as the

front weakened considerably as it passed through the region of

high pressure. Little change in airmass trajectory was noted

(Fig. D. 3)



APE CANAVERAL
12 Z TUES

6Z MON

12Z SUN
18Z MON

Fig D 1 Trajectory of airmass that arrived at Cape Canaveral at 1200 Z on December 12, 1978.
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CAPE CANAVERAL

Fig D 2 Trajectory of airmass that arrived at Cape Canaveral at 1200 Z on December 13, 1978
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Fig D 3 Trajectory of airmass that arrived at Cape Canaveral at 1200 Z on December 14, 1978.
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APPENDIX E

POSSIBLE COUNTING ERRORS

IN MEASURING ICE NUCLEUS CONCENTRATIONS

Measurements of the ice nucleating characteristics of the effluents

from rockets is fraught with problems. Since some of these problems

may arise due to operating instabilities in the NCAR Ice Nucleus Counter,

some tests were carried out to see how the counter responded under various

conditions.

Tests, in which the smoke produced by burning 100-500 mg of propellant

was passed into the NCAR counter aboard the B-23 aircraft at Patrick AFB,

showed a wide range of responses. In general, however, fewer ice nuclei

were detected under these conditions than when the same propellant was

tested in the same NCAR counter on the hangar floor at Patrick AFB and

at Colorado State University. On the other hand, the NCAR counter re-

sponded similarly to test organic ice nuclei (1,5-dihydroxynaphthalene)

in all three situations.

Several possible sources of counting error in the NCAR counter were

investigated after the measurements in the Titan clouds. Firstly, the

electrical power supply aboard the B-23 was checked to see if any fluctu-

ations in voltage might cause malfunction of the counter. These tests

showed that the voltage supply aboard the aircraft is well regulated and,

in any case, the NCAR counter is insensitive to a wide range of applied

operating voltages.

Secondly, since it has been observed (Parungo and Allee, 1978) that
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the ice nuclei fro. the propellent take a so,ne.hat longer ti.e to

produce ice crystals of detectable size in the NCA. counter than Agl

or organic ice nuclei, it is possible that not all of the crystals pro-

duced by the propellant are detected by the electronic sensors on the

.CAR counter. To e^ine this possibility, the electrical output fro,

<he -CAR counter was fed in parallel into the standard detector for

this counter and into a pulse height analyzer (PHA) .odified for the

.10. rise characteristic of the signal pulse. The lowest channel of

,ne PH* .as adjusted to be lust above the threshold detection level of

the NCAR counter. The test consisted of tailoring test aerosols of

counts a. detected by the standard detector on the NCM counter. The

distribution of pulses produced by the propellant and organic ice nuclei

on the PHA were then compared. .0 systematic difference was found. The

difference in detection times reains unexplained, but a detection bias

due to grossly different signals produced by test ice nuclei and ice

nuclei fro. the propellant is not indicated.

Finally, the effects of various burning procedures or inho.ogenei-

Ues in the propellant on the response of the .CAB counter were investi-

^ed. Laboratory tests were carried out to estate the ice nucleus

of propellant. Samples (suspended on stainless steel tweezers) were

burned in air. resting on a porcelain crucible, and resting in an open

.1____ ho,. The sa-ples were end-ignited with a paper atch (applied

.tier the tch had flared up); Mediately after ignition a s^ll hood
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was placed over the burning sample. Virtually all of the smoke was

then drawn into a 5000 ml syringe and then injected into the NCAR

counter.

The results of these tests are summarized in Table E. I. They

indicate that the propellant is not a particularly effective ice

nucleus when burned in the laboratory. The mean number of ice^nuclei
produced (at -20C) per gram of material burned was 6.5 x 10 This

compares with 1013 to 1016 nuclei per gram for various Agl devices.

The large variance in ice nucleus concentrations that was observed

in the field tests when small samples of propellant were burnt was not

observed in laboratory studies, regardless of the method of burning or

how the sample was treated.

It can be seen from tests Ib and 2c in Table E.I that losses in

ice nuclei due to handling and storage were less than an order of mag-

nitude per hour. Test 6b and c show the system is stable in ice nuclei

concentrations up to a 12:1 dilution in air. Since the count rates

observed in this test cover the range encountered in the Titan field

measurements, there appears to be little probability of counting over-

load or dead-time phenomena having reduced the observed concentration

early in the flight. However, possible effects on the operation of

the NCAR counter due to varying HC1 concentrations and other trace

components remain unexplored.

* Parungo and Alice (1978) report ice nucleation activity of ^Jo10 ^using a similar NCAR counter and much larger values of 5.4 x 10 g

using the Colorado State University Isothermal Chamber.
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TABLE E.I

ICE NUCLEUS CONCENTRATIONS (AT -20C)

PRODUCED IN THE LABORATORY BY BURNING TITAN PROPELLANT

Number of
ice nuclei
per gram of
propellant

2.9 x 106
5.1 x 105

Comments

Burned in air, ice nuclei measured immediately.

Smoke from burning propellant aged 100 min

before measuring ice nuclei.

2.0 x 105 Burned in crucible, ice nuclei measured immediately,

1.2 x 105 Smoke from burning propellant aged 5 min before

measuring ice nuclei.

2.0 x 104 Smoke from burning propellant aged 80 min

before measuring ice nuclei.

Burned in crucible, ice nuclei measured immediately.
5.8 x 10-

2. 3 x 106 Burned in crucible, ice nuclei measured immediately.

1.0 x 106 Smoke diluted by a factor of 5 with ambient air,

measuring ice nuclei immediately.

1.1 x 106 Same sample as above but aged 5 min.

1.1 x 106 Same sample as above but aged 10 min.

1.2 x 105 Burned in crucible, ice nuclei measured immediately.

5.6 x 105 Above smoke diluted by a factor of 12 before

measuring ice nuclei.

5. 5 x 105 Above smoke diluted by a factor of 12 before

measuring ice nuclei.

2.2 x 105 Burned in crucible, ice nuclei measured immediately,

3.5 x 10- Bumed in aluminum tray, ice nuclei measured immediately.

2.5 x 10-

5.4 x 10 Burned in crucible, ice nuclei measured immediately.
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